1. Xntroductioru Throughout this note let G be a lattice-ordered group (notation 1-group). G is said to be representahle if there exists an 1-isomorphism of G onto a subdirect sum of a cardinal sum of totally ordered groups (notation 0-groups). In particular, every abelian 1-group is representable. G is said to be completely distributive if for g iS e G provided the indicated joins and intersections exist. For each 0 Φ g in G let R g be the subgroup of G that is generated by the set of all 1-ideals of G not containing g. Then R g is an 1-ideal of G and the radical of G is defined to be
R(G)= C)R g (OΦgeG) .
In [2] it is shown that if G is a divisible abelian 1-group, then there exists a minimal Hahn-type embedding of G into an 1-group of real valued functions if and only if R{G) = 0. Thus it would be useful to identify the class of abelian 1-groups with zero radicals, and to examine the properties of non-abelian 1-groups with zero radicals. In our main theorem we show that a representable 1-group G is completely distributive if and only if R{G) -0. We also show R(G) = 0 if and only if G has a regular representation. This settles a question raised by Weinberg [6] .
With no restrictions on G we show that R(G) is completely determined by the lattice S^ of all 1-ideals of G. In particular, if G is a representable 1-group, then whether or not G is completely distributive depends only on £f.
The author would like to express his gratitude to A. H. Clifford who read a rough draft of this note and made valuable suggestions. In particular, the present forms of Lemmas 1 and 2 are due to him.
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properly contain M. Then since geM*, it follows that M* is the unique 1-ideal of G that covers M. Let Γ be an index set for the set of all pairs (G γ , G y ) of 1-ideals of G such that G y is regular and G y covers G y . Define a < β if G" S G> Then Γ is a po-set, and we say that 7 e Γ is a mZwe of # if # e G y \G y . In particular, the set of all values of g is a trivially ordered subset of Γ. An element TGΓ is called essential if there exists an 0 Φ h in G such that all the values of h are ^7. In this case G y is called an essential 1-ideal of G, and if # e G 7 \Cry, then we say that 7 is an essential value of #. Clearly the set E of all essential elements in Γ is a dual ideal of Γ (a < βeΓ,aeE~->βeE) .
The following lemma shows that the radical R(G) of G is completely determined by the essential ideals of G. 
R(G) = 0 if and only if each nonzero element in G has at least one essential value.
We next show that R(G) depends only on the lattice Sf of all 1-ideals of G. Note that a regular 1-ideal M of G is characterized by the fact that it is meet irreducible in ^Sf. That is, if Λf * is the intersection of all 1-ideals of G that properly contain M, then M is properly contained in ikί*. (1) is satisfied, then each G/M g is an 0-group and the mapping of x e G upon ( ,
In fact, Sik [5] established that (2) and (3) are equivalent, but we only need that (2) Case II. X AAψ M. Then P(X) is an l-ideal of G/M that contains ^ but not A, and once again we contradict the maximality of M. Therefore G/M is an 0-group, and hence (2) 
Thus ^ + + a n <; (α x + + a n^Y V αi, and since (a, + + α. Proof. By Lemma 3, for each 7 in E, G/G y is an 0-group, and hence by the preceding discussion (2) implies (3) and (3) implies (4) . Suppose that G is completely distributive, and assume (by way of contradiction) that 0 < g e R(G).
Then by Lemma 5 there exists 0<^*GG such that if g -V g« (g« e G + ), then g* g g ω for some a. Since geR(G) it follows that geR g *= VA λ . where the A λ are the 1-ideals of G not containing #*. Thus by Lemma 4, g = & V V g n , where O^^e U A λ . But then g* g g t for some i, and hence #* e LJA λ α contradiction. Therefore (4) implies (1).
To complete the proof we must show that (1) implies (2). If (1) is satisfied, then by Lemma 1, ΓlG γ -0 (TG E). Let G δ be an essential l-ideal of G and assume (by way of contradiction) that G δ is not closed. Then there exists geG + \G δ such that g= Vg 3 (g 3 eGi) . Since G δ is essential there exists 0 < heG such that all the values of h are gδ. We shall show that for some such ft, g -ft ^ g 3 -for all j, and hence 3 -is positive. If h ί G β9 then there exists a value 7 of h such that 7 Ξ> /3. But then β <Ξ 7 g <?, and since
Case II. For each 0 <heG such that all of the values of h are gδ, G δ + h^G δ + g. lί 3 > yeE, then we may choose 0 < ke (? such that all of the values of k are g7 < δ. But then G δ + g > G 5 = G δ + fc. Therefore δ is minimal in E. If all values of 0 < h are gδ, then Gs + h^G 5 + g and so Go + # Λ fe = G δ + g. If β is a value of g A h in £/, then g Λhe G β \G β and hence h gG β . Thus there exists a value 7 of h such that /S g 7 g δ and since δ is minimal in E, β = δ. Thus without loss of generality, 0 < h e G, δ is the only value of h in E and G δ + h = G δ + #. If g -h -g 3 -Φ 0 and /3 is a value of g -h -g 5 in i? then ft e G β . Otherwise β = δ, but g -h -g 3 e G δ . -is positive for all values /3 of g -h -g 5 in E. This completes the proof of our theorem. In proving that (4) implies (1) Then Holland [4] has shown that A, B and C are the only proper 1-ideals of G, and Higman [3] has shown that C is algebraically simple. Therefore 0 is the only essential 1-ideal of C and since C/0 is not an 0-group it follows from Lemma 3 that C is not representable. Therefore C satisfies property (2) of the theorem, but not property (3) .
(G, B) is the only value of each element in A\B and (C, 0) is the only value of each nonzero element in C. Thus B and 0 are essential 1-ideals of P, and in particular, P satisfies (1). For each n = l,2, let
Then (V/ n )(a0 = 2a, and hence the f n belong to B, but V/ n ?ΰ. Therefore P satisfies (1) but not (2) .
A simple application of Lemma 5 shows that P is completely distributive (or see [6] Example 3.3). Therefore (4) does not imply (2) or (3) . On the other hand for arbitrary 1-groups, (3) -> (2) -> (1). The remaining question is whether or not (1) or (2) implies (4) for non-representable 1-groups? Note that if R(G) = 0 implies complete distributivity, then every 1-group with no proper 1-ideals is completely distributive, and in particular, every 1-group that is algebraically simple is completely distributive.
If the radical used in this note is replaced by one constructed in exactly the same way, but with 1-ideals replaced by convex 1-subgroups, then if this new radical is zero, the group is completely distributive. Also the new radical is an invariant of the lattice of all convex 1-subgroups of G. The proofs of these statements are analogous to those in this paper using the fact that if C is a regular convex 1-subgroup, then the set of right cosets of C in G is totally ordered by C + x^C + yiΐ x ^ y + c for some ceC.
Unfortunately the converse to the above is false. For example, the new radical for P is P itself and yet P is completely distributive. Let G be an Archimedean 1-group. By Theorem 5.7 in [2] , R{G) = 0 if and only if G has a basis, and by Theorem 7.3 in [1] , G has a basis if and only if G is (isomorphic to) a subdirect sum of a cardinal sum of subgroups R y of the reals which contains the finite cardinal sum of the R y . Thus we have a new proof for one of the main results in [6] ,
